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LICENSE NOTES

Thank you for downloading this free guide. You are welcome to share it. This guide may be
reproduced, copied and distributed for non-commercial purposes, provided the guide
remains in its complete original form.

NOTICE OF LIABILITY

The author and publisher have made every effort to ensure the accuracy of the
information herein. However, the information contained in this book is sold without
warranty, either express or implied. Neither the author, nor its dealers or distributors, will
be held liable for any damages caused either directly or indirectly by the instructions
contained in this book, or by the software or hardware products described herein.

The reader is encouraged to seek competent legal and accounting advice before engaging
in any campaign business activity.
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In this collaboration between Online Candidate, a provider of effective campaign
websites, and Political Comms, specialists in impactful political communication, we
bring you an approach to utilizing both digital tools in your political campaign.

Online tools are essential for connecting with today's voters. A strong digital
presence let you create personal, impactful interactions with voters and open new ways
to engage and mobilize your supporters.

The Hub of Your Online Campaign

For political candidates up and down the ballot, a campaign website is a pivotal tool for
engaging voters. A website establishes credibility and helps streamlining campaign
operations.

It’s your Digital Headquarters: Your website is where voters find key information
including policies, your candidate biography, and campaign news and updates, all in
one convenient location.
Credibility Boost: A professional website not only enhances credibility but also
demonstrates your commitment to the campaign.
Simplified Fundraising: By incorporating a secure donation portal on your site, it
makes accepting contributions easy and accessible for supporters.
Volunteer Recruitment: Use your website to encourage and mobilize support. For
example, an easy sign-up form for volunteering can turn supporter enthusiasm into
action.
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Online Candidate's Strategy Point: Incorporate
persuasive call-to-actions in your website content to
effectively guide visitors towards donating, volunteering,
or learning more about your campaign.

Your campaign website can elevate every facet of your campaign, from connecting with
voters to boosting your fundraising efforts. It lays the foundation for a successful digital
campaign strategy.

Text Messaging: Expanding Your 
Campaign's Reach

While a campaign website is more a digital destination, text messaging allows campaign
to directly reach out to voters and supporters, wherever they are. Incorporating a text
messaging service can give your campaign a distinct edge over your opposition.

Direct and Personal Connection: Text messaging is like having a one-on-one
conversation with voters. This personal approach builds stronger connections.
High Engagement Rates: Text messages are read more often and quickly than
emails, ensuring that your message reaches a wider audience promptly.
Instant Updates: Use texts for real-time campaign updates and event reminders.
Targeted Campaign Actions: Use text messaging to guide supporters to take
specific actions like donating, RSVPing for events, or signing up as volunteers.
Effective Feedback Loop: Texts are a quick way to gather voter feedback, helping
tailor your campaign to address their needs and concerns.
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Personalized Appeals: Campaigns can personalize fundraising requests based on
past donor behavior, increasing the likelihood of repeat contributions.
Micro-Donation Friendly: Texting facilitates small, impromptu donations, tapping
into the trend of micro-donations which can collectively amount to significant sums.
Real-Time Feedback: The immediate nature of texting allows campaigns to quickly
gauge the effectiveness of different fundraising messages and strategies, adapting
in real-time for maximum impact.

Text messaging offers a unique blend of personalization, efficiency, and effectiveness in
engaging with voters and driving campaign initiatives.

 
Political Comms' Insight: Incorporating images
and short videos in texts can significantly increase
engagement, offering a more dynamic interaction. 
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Uniting Your Campaign Website
 With Text Messaging

When your website and text messaging work in tandem, the impact on your campaign's
reach and engagement is substantial:

Gathering Contacts: Use your campaign website as a platform to collect phone
numbers for text messaging campaigns. This creates a direct line to engage with
supporters.
Event Promotion Through Dual Channels: Promote events on both your website
and through text messages. This dual-channel approach maximizes attendance and
participation.
Driving Web Traffic with Texts: Use text messaging to alert supporters about new
blog posts, videos, or policy updates on your website. Encourage them to visit the
site for detailed information, fostering a more interactive campaign experience.
Seamless Donor Experience: Integrate text messaging with your website's
donation system. For example, after a supporter donates through your website,
follow up with a thank you text message. This adds a personal touch to the
donation process.
Feedback and Surveys: Send out surveys or polls via text and direct supporters to
your website for completion. This not only engages your audience but also provides
valuable insights for campaign strategy.
Real-Time Event Interaction: During events, use text messaging to engage with
attendees in real-time. For instance, ask attendees to visit your website to
participate in live polls or to access exclusive event-related content.
Texting for Key Voting Reminders: Employ text messaging to remind supporters
about critical voting dates and actions. This includes early voting periods,
registration deadlines, and Get Out The Vote (GOTV) days.
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Best Practices for Website/Text Implementation
Now, let's focus on the best practices for making sure your website and text messaging
is effective, accessible, and legally compliant.

Use Consistent Messaging Across Platforms: Ensuring that the content on your
website and the messages sent via text are in synch. Consistency in messaging
builds trust and reinforces your campaign narrative.
Clear Communication: Clarity is key when crafting text messages. Use
straightforward language to ensure your message is easily understood by everyone.
Regular Website Updates: Keep the content on your website fresh and updated.
This not only engages voters but also shows that your campaign is active and
current.
Mobile Optimization: With many voters using smartphones, ensure your website
is optimized for mobile devices. This guarantees a smooth experience for mobile
users.
Testing and Feedback: Regularly test both your website and text messaging
platform. Segment your audience for targeted messaging. Use feedback to
continuously improve the user experience.

Online Candidate's Suggestion: Regularly update
your website with fresh content and use texts to
alert supporters to these updates. This helps drive
continual engagement.

Integrating these two powerful tools helps create a comprehensive digital campaign
strategy. This strategy makes your campaign more dynamic and responsive to voter
needs and preferences. 
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Learn More
For more information or to start building your digital campaign presence, visit Online
Candidate and Political Comms.

Political Comms' Recommendation: Leverage A/B
testing in your text messaging campaigns to determine
which messages resonate most with your audience. This
allows you to refine your strategy for maximum impact.

Legal Compliance: Adhere to legal guidelines, especially for text messaging
campaigns. This includes following opt-in rules and respecting privacy
considerations.
Peer-to-Peer Texting Best Practices: Ensure your text messages are personalized
and clear. Stay compliant with regulations like TCPA and CAN-SPAM Act.

Implementing these best practices will not only enhance the effectiveness of your
digital tools but also ensure that your campaign resonates more deeply with voters,
building a foundation of trust and engagement. 

And that's just the start. There's a lot more to
online campaigning... And we can help! 
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